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Rolls-Royce’s Spirit of Ecstasy hood accessory
revamped for muchbetter aero – Roadshow
On the 111th anniversary of Rolls-Royce’s renowned Spirit of Ecstasy hood accessory being signedup as
intellectual residentialorcommercialproperty, the business exposed that the mascot is getting a redesign
for the upcoming Spectre, Rolls’ initially totally electrical production vehicle. This isn’t the veryfirst time the
Spirit of Ecstasy figure has got an upgrade, however this time it was done particularly for muchbetter
aerodynamics.
The brand-new Spirit of Ecstasy is 3.25 inches high, making her 0.68 inch muchshorter than the present
statue. Where in previous models she’s standing with both feet together and legs straight, flexing at the
waist, the Spirit of Ecstasy now has a vibrant position with one leg forward and knees bent. Her bathrobes
were likewise revamped to appearance both more practical and aerodynamic, with her arms extended
further back.
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Rolls-Royce states the brand-new hood accessory contributes to early models of the Spectre having a
coefficient of drag of 0.26, making it the brandname’s most aerodynamic carsandtruck ever and matching
carsandtrucks like the BMW i8. The Spectre is still goingthrough a enormous screening routine, though,
with Rolls-Royce including that the aero figure is mostlikely to enhance as advancement continues. In
addition to debuting on the Spectre, the brand-new Spirit of Ecstasy will be utilized on all future RollsRoyce designs, while the present style will continue on the existing lineup.
Instead of being redrawn or fine-tuned by hand, the brand-new shape was shaped digitally by a
computersystem modeler on the style group, which Rolls-Royce stated made it possible to completely
change minutiae like her facial functions. The group likewise soughtadvicefrom stylists about her clothing,
hair and posture to make sure her brand-new appearance was modern.
All Spirit of Ecstasy accessories are made utilizing lost wax casting and are endup by hand, which
suggests no 2 figures are precisely the exactsame. The Spirit of Ecstasy is made basic from stainless
steel, however it’s offered in carbon fiber, strong silver, plated gold and brightened crystal as an choice, as
well as with a lit-up ring in the base. Given the Spectre will be Rolls’ initially EV and a big technological
leap forward for the brandname, I bet we’ll see some brand-new choices as well.
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